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Background 
The review of the 1999 Constitution began with the constitution of review 
committees in both chambers of the National Assembly, the call for 
memorandum from Nigerians and constitution review retreats convened by 
the Senate and House of Representatives.  As the review of the 1999 
Constitution enters its critical stage, it is imperative that citizens at all levels 
debate freely the content of the constitution review.

In recognition of the demand of young Nigerians for an inclusive and open 
constitutional review process that will secure a future for the Nigerian youth, 
the Youth Alliance on Constitution Review hosted a Twitter Conference on 
Constitution Review with the theme 'The Nigerian Constitution: Our Right, 
Our Future'.  Worthy of note, it the fact that technology has shown that 
achieving citizens' cohesion for socio-political and economic reforms is 
possible hence our decision to deploy this tool to popularize the constitution 
review process with a view to enhancing citizens' participation in the process. 

The e-Conference on Constitution Review was organized by Youth Alliance on 
Constitution Review and supported by the Democratic Governance for 
Development project of the United Nations Development Program. The world 
class e-conference had 50,549 participants and 87,078 impression or 
exposure. The panellists include the following;

1. Ayo Obe, Legal practitioner

2. Toyosi Akerele, Founder/CEO RISE Group

3. Egghead Odewale , Activist

4. Chude Jideonwo , Executive Director, The Future Awards

5. Wale Ajani , President, National Youth Council 

6. Japhet Omojuwa, Africa Liberty Organization

e-CONFERENCE ON CONSTITUTION REVIEW 
HELD ON THURSDAY 23 AUGUST 2012

In troduct ion & Overv iew 
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Specifically, the e-Conference was aimed at achieving the following 
objectives; 

1. The creation of an open and friendly platform for citizens' discourse 
on the constitution review with a view to gathering more inputs from 
young Nigerians. 

2. Availability of information on the constitution review. 

3. Consensus building and Mobilization of young Nigerians around key 
specific issues in the constitution review especially those issues geared 
towards improving the socio-economic and political state of young 
people. 

ISSUES/OBSERVATIONS
Participants at the e-conference made the following observations;

1. Nigerians desire a modern constitution that provides equal opportunities 
for all and conforms with current democratic trends and realities. 

2. The constitution review process presents a unique opportunity for 
government to address the socio-economic and political challenges 
confronting young people eg unemployment, poverty, poor education 
infrastructure, youth restiveness etc. 

3. The present constitution review process does not recognise the critical 
importance of engaging young people. 

4. Revenue Allocation/resource control: The present structure that gives 
financial superiority to the Federal government over the states and vital 
aspects of the economy is totally against the spirit and tenets of true 
federalism. 
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5. Devolution of power: Powers are not equitably shared or fairly 
balanced among the federating units in Nigeria. The result is that the 
centre is very strong and the federating units are weak, turning Nigeria 
into what is now described as a unitary system in a federal guise.

 6. The non-enforcement of Chapter 2 of the 1999 Constitution is one of 
the greatest challenges to the realization of justice. Making the rights 
contained in this Chapter enforceable will address the socio-economic 
needs of young people in Nigeria, e.g. access to free and compulsory 
education, employment, housing, health care and quality food. 

7. The following factors contribute to the heightened political alienation 
and marginalization of the youth; the inability of the constitution to 
define the youth age, lack of independent candidacy and the lack of full 
franchise. 

8. Out of infertility and lack of exposure, a number of young people are in 
awe of these elective and appointive offices

9. Some issues pencilled down for review does not reflect the immediate 
needs and desires of young people. Issues such as state creation. 

10. The success of the current constitution review process is contingent on 
the commitment of the National Assembly and state legislature to make 
the process transparent, open and more inclusive. 

11. There is still no clear definition of social indigeneship that guarantees 
full rights to Nigerians in any part of the country.
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RESOLUTIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The ongoing constitution review process should take into full 
consideration the demands and aspirations of young people as 
articulated in the youth memorandum on constitution review.

2. The National Assembly and state legislatures should ensure the 
constitution review process is transparent, open and inclusive of all 
Nigerians including youth civil society organizations. 

3. Affirmative action clauses to address historical discrimination and 
injustice against women should be inserted into the constitution. 

4. The National Assembly and state legislatures should ensure adequate 
information is given to the general public in order to increase the value 
of citizen's participation. 

5. The forth coming public hearings should be structured in a way that will 
guarantee full citizens participation. Information on date, venue and 
program agenda should be accessible to citizens beforehand. 

6. There is a great need to fully devolve power between the Federal 
government, state and local government through constitutional 
amendment. 

7. The constitution review process should place emphasis on revenue 
generation and not revenue sharing. 

8. Enforcement of Chapter 2 should adopt a similar enforcement regime to 
Chapter 4 in the constitution. Making the rights contained in Chapter 2 
enforceable will address the socio-economic and political needs of 
young people in Nigeria. 
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9. There should be a clause definition defining the youth age in accordance 
with the African Youth Charter, National Youth Policy and Nigerian 
Youth Manifesto. 

10. In the spirit of social justice, full franchise should be established in the 
constitution.  Franchise is the right to vote and be voted for. 
Unfortunately, franchise is only the right to vote in Nigeria because a 
person is only qualified to vote when he/she attains the age of 18. The 
complementary part of being qualified to be voted for is delayed till a 
certain age. In the spirit of social justice, once you are eligible to vote, 
you should be eligible to be voted for.

11. Young people in political parties, government, religious and traditional 
institutions, academic institutions, youth civil society organizations, 
labour unions, professional bodies, diaspora and media should actively 
engage the constitutional review process and ensure that key issues 
affecting  young people are taken into consideration in the review 
process. 
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Tweets Top / All / People you follow
4hJude?@ilohjude RT @omojuwa: #youthCRV State Creation is the most 
selfish idea in the proposed new constitution"
4hJude?@ilohjude Not in support of state police.As a case: I was at Anambra 
when the State politicians grossly misuse Bakassi Boys against the pple 
#youthcrv

4hJude?@ilohjude
@mavrickDsage and we go church and mosque weller #youthcrv

5hAkinTansi?@Akintansi @Ayomidejoe@elrufai #youthcrv  
#WhyDoWeNeedNewCurrencyNotes? So that they will stuff their "ghana-
must-go sacs" more easily? @UZZYnono

6hkolokennethk?@KoloKennethK @omojuwa why are we clamouring for 
#youthCRV? It should be about #FutureWeWant. How about a #SNYC for a 
new Constitution?
6hSa'ad?@donavag Nothing to assess about #youthcrv 
@omojuwa@eggheader @elrufai @ged I honourably score zero 
http://pic.twitter.com/3AcbtsUR

7hAbdulazeez?@edward19xcii #YouthCRV 60years below #remember one 
youth leader is 60 so everybody is youth when CORRUPTION ROCKS
7h?Adanne ? ?@Aadarh Lol"@akosile33: "What is #YouthCRV ? Who is 
dashing us SUVs? i want too" LOL"”

7hThe New Uncle Dele?@baajayi The constitution should give the Nigerian 
youth a louder voice #youthcrv

7hAkosile Qudus A?@akosile33 "What is #YouthCRV ? Who is dashing us 
SUVs? i want too" LOL"
7hThe New Uncle Dele?@baajayi Methinks gender's an issue to be 
considered, we should be one "@HassanIdayat: #YouthCRV 
What is the gender compositn of dis laudable conf?"

Results for #youthCRV
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8hThe New Uncle Dele?@baajayi Of a truth, we don't have a nation yet, an 
SNC and other reforms may give us one.#YouthCRV
8hEkejiuba Innocent C.?@Prince_ice

Our states have failed...more states won't resolve anything...rather it'll cause 
more sorrows...#YouthCRV

8hAdah Alubo?@slyalubo
How about BOUND in FREEDOM RT @bubusn: #YouthCRV How can people 
be BOUND in unity? Is it by force?

8h'Demola Adeyeye?@OmoluabiAdeyeye
Never knew @sfagorusi was and is here oooo. Now ff you jare. I know am 
assured of quality tweets. Legoooo Boss. #YouthCRV

8hOyinade Adeyemo?@OYINADEYEMO "@9janews: What is #YouthCRV ? 
Who is dashing us SUVs? i want too" LOL
8hMiirror?@9janews Height of Transparency ; #Nigeria trying to reform 
constitution on twitter. #YouthCRV

8hIyinoluwa Aremu?@IYgold Lool RT @bubusn: #YouthCRV The oxymoron 
of the anthem tho, is the line "One nation BOUND in Freedom..." 
#NigerianAnthem.

8habazie mavrick?@mavrickDsage
@chime_asonye @yacorng the biggest problem of nigeria is people not 
institutions, the average nigerian is morally bankrupt. #YouthCRV
8hMiirror?@9janews

What is #YouthCRV ? Who is dashing us SUVs? i want too
9hEkezie George-hope?@gekezie @mcvaaey It is not 'pointless' bro. Don't 
give up easily, they do surely listen. #YouthCRV

9hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng @adesinaadeyemie #YouthCRV Be 
assured that your inputs will be sent to the national assembly and we ll step 
up advocacy
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9hHassan Idayat?@HassanIdayat #YouthCRV what is the gender compositn 
of dis laudable conf?
9hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng

@iwatchNg #youthCRV that is why its critical for citizens to participate
9hFrank Kentro ?? ???@frank_kentro Be the change u want to see in the 
world"@KayExtreme: Wat political sphere r we tlkin bout? I wis we cn 
change nigeria"#YouthCRV

9hJoseph Aigbojie?@PrinceAigbojie RT @omojuwa: #youthCRV State 
Creation is the most selfish idea in the proposed new constitution
9hmuktar garba maigamo?@mukyflx @Someameerah @bunmyajilore 
#youthcrv unfortunatly impossible cox it runs through our viens
9hSomefun Akeem Ola?@Someameerah

@mukyflx @bunmyajilore its bad leadership that is making us condemn the 
system we operate,we need to cleanse our society of dem #youthcrv
9hEgbuna Obata?@A_gbu_na

RT @frank_kentro: Finally some youths are beginning to think like me, join 
the political sphere and let's change OUR country #YouthCRV

9hFrank Kentro ?? ???@frank_kentro Finally some youths are beginning to 
think like me, join the political sphere and let's change OUR country 
#YouthCRV

10hFrank Kentro ?? ???@frank_kentro
RT"@alpontif: #YouthCRV u can blow all d grammar u want, its not going 2 
change anything until u all decide 2 join active party politics."
10hmaye moses?@iamMOCASH #youthcrv so how many govt officials 
participated

10hmuktar garba maigamo?@mukyflx @Someameerah @bunmyajilore 
#youthcrv its sad that we r infected with the virus of bad leadership
10hSomefun Akeem Ola?@Someameerah #Youthcrv we need a system of 
govt that allows for check & balance @ every level & no one being above the 
law no matter what post they hold
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10hkolokennethk?@KoloKennethK @joshdimples007 so, you review now, 
spend, then re-write later, and spend even more right? #youthCRV
10hSomefun Akeem Ola?@Someameerah

@bunmyajilore #youthcrv its not about the system of govt but the people 
running the system,we r not the only one using the system you know.
10hiWatch Nigeria?@iwatchNg First words of the US constitution "We the 
People" #youthCRV. Is the constitution of Nigeria by We the people?

10hCynthia Mbamalu?@DCynthiaM
RT @YACORng: Pls @youthCRV is nt d official handle of d Youth 
alliance.Caveat Emptor, d official handl is@YACORng & the hashtag is 
#youthcrv

10hCOMRADE YUSUF?@comrade2031 ...But from the stand point of asking 
what is wrong with the polity and how can those wrongs be remedied 
constitutionally. #YouthCRV

10hkola ibrahim?@alpontif #YouthCRV get real, be political, be practical, be 
pragmatic, be realistic.join politics, dat will giv u d power 2 implement 
needed changes.

10hkolokennethk?@KoloKennethK @joshdimples007 re-writing or 
reviewing?? #YouthCRV

10hAdeoti Abidemi ?@Abidemi302004
However, d formidable structure can't stand without a stringent constitution. 
#Youthcrv

10hkola ibrahim?@alpontif #YouthCRV u can blow all d grammar u want, its 
not going 2 change anything until u all decide 2 join active party politics.
10hKATOR ABAAGU?@KatorAbaagu

Enough! Nigerians have to ensure their leaders earn their place. Those who 
strive to build are not reckless to throw away #YouthCRV
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10hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng @Wales_C @omojuwa #YouthCRV we r 
working on a communique and the report now. it will be shared accordingly
10hIsiaka Alada Yahaya?@Lanreyahaya @omojuwa Thank you for all the 
incisive contributions #youthCRV

10hKATOR ABAAGU?@KatorAbaagu There should be an institution in which 
aspiring MPs are groomed. No more should our HOS be a default berth for 
retired governors 

10hkola ibrahim?@alpontif #YouthCRV stop deceiving yourselves, get real, 
join political parties, get elected, you now have the power to change things.
10hDanamina?@Danamina @Abidemi302004 Everyone has a space to 
occupy! We can't all be on Facebook and/or the streets, together we can 
occupy both spaces. #YouthCRV

10hChubb Okobah?@Chubbclef Hahaha! D writer was trying to be deep. RT 
@bubusn: #YouthCRV The oxymoron of the anthem tho, is the line "One ... 
http://m.tmi.me/vSMO9
10hA?@adesojiadegbulu No more hand-me-downs #YouthCRV

10hTransition Monitorin?@TMGNig
@OIbhagui Instead of affirmativ action youth need to b aggresiv about 
knowin constitutional provisions & engagin elected officials #youthCRV

10h@SSNagero?@SSNagero RT @Yadomah: I have no issue with the 
constitution but the constitutors #youthCRV

10hAustine Hillary ?@Wales_C, Some asked what next from all these 
discuss. Der should be a communique issue and signed by youths on our tots 
on #YouthCRV cc @omojuwa

10hCOMRADE YUSUF?@comrade2031 We need to take another look at the 
federating units and decide if the states as currently constituted should stand. 
#YouthCRV
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10hSolarboy?@Solar_unique We still operate an illegal constitution, it was 
written by military men, no referendum, we need SNC asap #youthCRV

10hAdeoti Abidemi ?@Abidemi302004 My utmost fear 4 dis nation is our 
Facebuk, Twitter comrades and activists. We never see dem wen it gets 2 
confrontatn on streets.#youthCRV

10hLUCKY?@osemudiamelucky RT @YACORng: with over 50,549 
participants in 2hrs. Truly unprecedented. #YouthCRV

10hI ReTweet for FUN?@cutekimani why are we reviewing the constitution, 
when we can WRITE a new one? #YouthCRV

10hiphie?@ifybase
Smh RT @bubusn: #YouthCRV The oxymoron of the anthem tho, is the line 
"One nation BOUND in Freedom..." #NigerianAnthem.

Omojuwa?@omojuwa #youthCRV is number one in #Nigeria. I am glad 
about that. Enough of shameful trends cc @YACORng

10hDan Damezo Nengel?@NengelDD RT @reclaimnaija initial analysis for 
the #youthcrv can be seen here

10hMystic Merlin?@Archymn @naijama @Operko #youthCRV without a 
framework of reference a new constitution will be a halo in our 
subconscious minds for mere parody

10hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng Please @youthCRV is not d official 
handle of the Youth alliance. Caveat Emptor, d official handle is @YACORng & 
the hashtag is #youthcrv

10hCOMRADE YUSUF?@comrade2031
The question to ask is: What has happened to legislators and members of the 
executive councils who do not wear the immunity cloak? #YouthCRV
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10hNigeriaDotCom?@NigeriaDotCom "@bubusn: #YouthCRV The 
oxymoron of the anthem tho, is the line "One nation BOUND in Freedom..." 
#NigerianAnthem.”

10hrotimi olawale?@rotexonline initial analysis for the #youthcrv can be 
seen here
10hCOMRADE YUSUF?@comrade2031 I regard the focus on immunity for 
certain public office holders as misplaced. #YouthCRV

10hKareem Akin2unde W?@KNAWalter "@omojuwa: @YACORng if we 
remain divided (we are very DiVideD) we can kiss CHANGE goodbye & not 
expect any hard-on while doing so #youthCRV”

10h?Bashir Bappah ?@bashirbappah
@mohdkibr @omojuwa #youthCRV yeah let manage the state we have 
presently

10hKareem Akin2unde W?@KNAWalter
It's another opportunity to show that 'youth don't matter, they are the 
matter'...Japhet Omojuwa. #YouthCRV

10hOla Wale?@Olapluswale To get more info just follow @youthcrv and 
@yacorng.thanks for participating #youthcrv

10hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng
Topsy Social Analytics: Comparison of #youthcrv & @youthcrv 

10hOmojuwa?@omojuwa @YACORng if we remain divided (we are very 
DiVideD) we can kiss CHANGE goodbye & not expect any hard-on while 
doing so #youthCRV

10hCOMRADE YUSUF?@comrade2031 There is hardly a national 
understanding on any issue. It is the fact of the Nigerian political life. 
#YouthCRV
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10hOla Wale?@Olapluswale Thanks for participating in #youthcrv.the 
national assembly will be doing a public hearing later..we appreciate u guys 
#youthcrv

10hASA?@adebayosammy @rosanwo Why would a Constitution create 
room for public/political officers diff states to earn same pay in a federation? 
#YouthCRV

10hDan Damezo Nengel?@NengelDD @YACORng @reclaimnaija with over 
50,549 participants in 2hrs. Truly unprecedented. #YouthCRV

10hKareem Akin2unde W?@KNAWalter
@YACORng Thanks ô¯_? you all #youthcrv #youthCRV

OurConstitutionNG?@YACORng Like he also said giving up is not an 
option.We engage, we discuss, we fight, we shove...everything to enforce the 
change we crave.#youthCRV

@Solar_unique @xeenarh #youthCRV. Its True.
11hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng it's another opportunity to show that 
'youth don't matter, they are the matter'...Japhet Omojuwa.#youthCRV

11hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng The National Assembly in the coming 
days will be hosting public hearings #youthCRV

11hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng We welcome many voices but we must 
remain focused on d issues. #YouthCRV

11hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng Congratulations Young People of 
Naija.In truth d journey has just started. #YouthCRV

11hiWatch Nigeria?@iwatchNg @rosanwo @naijama True, but they are also 
Nigerians like us with a head and "conscience". What stopped them from 
doing d right? #YouthCRV
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11hDan Damezo Nengel?@NengelDD NEXT STEPS RT @yacorng 
@reclaimnaija participate in advocacy meetings with NASS #youthCRV
11hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng with over 50,549 participants in 2hrs. 
Truly unprecedented. #YouthCRV

11hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng to the timely submission of the 12 
paged youth memo to the committee and now this world class youth e-
conference...#youthCRV

11hMystic Merlin?@Archymn @seunlawy @omojuwa @naijama @YACORng 
#youthCRV . Strong men bite d bullet to build strong institution. Strong 
institution aren't spontaneous

11hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng We thank UNDP/DGD for the support 
and continued support. We thank members of the alliance and those in the 
situation room. #YouthCRV

11hOmojuwa?@omojuwa Youth Global Sourcing #WHATEVERRR 
(Switzerland) / #Nigeria Constitution #youthCRV (Nigeria) / #bbm 
11hrotimi olawale?@rotexonline

RT @almujahid79: @YACORng thank you too for given us the opportunity to 
express our views.#youthcrv

11hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng
We thank our esteemed panellists for @naijama @Chude @omojuwa 
@waleajani @eggheader @toyosirise #youthCRV
11hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng

We want to sincerely appreciate young people throughout Nigeria and in 
diaspora who saw the need to engage d Const. Review process #youthCRV
11hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng

We wnt 2 sincerely appreciate young people throughout Nigeria and in 
diaspora who saw the need to engage the Const. Review process #YouthCRV
11hkenneth okoineme?@kenkenitto
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@YACORng @omojuwa @Chude @naijama @waleajani @eggheader 
#youthCRV. Thanks guys. learnt a lot from my silence
11hAustine Hillary ?@Wales_C

Apart from been the laws of the land, the constitution should be our "Social 
Contract" #YouthCRV

11hDan Damezo Nengel?@NengelDD
NEXT STEPS #youthCRV RT @reclaimnaija @YACORng :hold an all inclusive 
mega conference in September with all key actors

11hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng
@omojuwa participation at the zonal public hearings, youth focused town 
hall meetings across states,advocacy meetings with NASS #youthCRV

11hBennet?@bbecoolholly and you can add Labaran Maku to that list. 
#YouthCRV

11hAdesina E Adeyemi?@adesinaadeyemie Kudos to the 
organisers(@yacorng n ors)of #YouthCRV. Hoping that our contributions 
count.

11hChubb Okobah?@Chubbclef
Yet we no unite anytin RT @bubusn: #YouthCRV How can people be BOUND 
in unity? Is it by force? 11hDanamina?@Danamina

@omojuwa @YACORng True dat! #youthCRV
11hAdabanija Semih MP?@Adabanijasemih
@YACORng#youthCRV "we the people" doctrine in our constitution has been 
violated in d 1st place. Can a process of a new one be instituted?
11hOmojuwa?@omojuwa

@YACORng we cannot change Nigeria if we ourselves cannot evolve into the 
prototype individuals of the great nation we desire #youthCRV
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11hComrade muawiyya ?@generalmawil
Where is the official attack dog of the opposition(@abusidiqu)?#youthCRV
11hAyo Obe?@naijama

@YACORng #YouthCRV In the end, it's not the letter, but the spirit of 
operating a Const, so be ready to engage the entire political process
11hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng

thank you ladies and gentlemen. God bless you all. watch out for a summary 
report and tweet analysis #youthcrv

@YACORng if we cannot make what is right about the 1999 constitution 
work for us, no new constitution will #youthCRV

@YACORng #youthCRV constitution dat guarantees us d electorate d ryt 2 
hold our pol office holders legally responsible 4failures in office.
11hMbasekei MartinObono?@martobono

@omojuwa @YACORng hold an all inclusive mega conference in September 
with all key actors #YouthCRV

There is no single dose of solution to Nigeria's challenges but demystify 
resource control for a start. #YouthCRV

11hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng we would provide information on when, 
where and how the national assembly will hold hearings at the regions? 
#Youthcrv

11hOlofin Sola?@Holorphin007 @waleajani @YACORng #YouthCRV
11hOmojuwa?@omojuwa
@YACORng our major problem is not as much about "them" as it is about 
the fact that we are more divided than they are united #youthCRV
11hkola ibrahim?@alpontif

#YouthCRV until you all stop talking and start taking an active part in party 
politics, you are on a long thing.
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11h'Sola Fagorusi?@sfagorusi Nice hanging out with you all. Well said and 
weldone. #YouthCRV

11hfrancis madugu?@techadvantages To have the current constitution on 
your mobile phone visit http://www.constitutionforall.com.ng @YACORng 
#youthCRV

Ayo Obe?@naijama
@YACORng #YouthCRV Youths shd approach Const review from perspective 
of "It shd be good for youths and it shd be good for everyone"
11hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng

we are the change! thanks for sparing your time, and for learning and 
sharing info #youthcrv

@YACORng Nigerian youths must move from bla bla bla to tangible action. 
What next after the talks? #youthCRV
11hbabatunde rosanwo?@rosanwo

@iwatchng @naijama the oil marketers did what they had to do to serve the 
interest of the "elites" #YouthCRV
11hDani?@dove600
“the right to life is inviolable from the moment of conception and until death" 
Should be explicit stated in our new constitution #YouthCRV

11hOurConstitutionNG?@YACORng
through our website and other channels, we will track and keep you abreast 
of issues surrounding the constitution review process #youthcrv

11hAyo Obe?@naijama
@YACORng #YouthCRV A nation that cheats at ordinary age grade football 
shd not think of reserving anything for youths, but remove age bars
11hAliyu A B Bekaji?@bekaji

@obyno2025 @Solar_unique @xeenarh @omojuwa #youthCRV what if after 
all these conference our inputs are not being considered? What then?



YOUTH ALLIANCE ON CONSTITIONAL REVIEW & ELECTORAL 
REFORM

The Youth Alliance is an alliance of over 30 youth civil society 
organizations working together to facilitate inputs of young people in 
the process of constitutional review through proactive and effective 
engagement with relevant stakeholders.   We consider the 
engagement in this process as a national call to reposition and 
restructure our democratic process. 

As a youth alliance we will remain committed to the ideals of 
participatory democracy. We will continue to vigorously mobilise and 
sensitize the electorates' especially young people to demand electoral 
accountability, democratic governance, credible elections and 
constitutionalism. 
Participation is a Right and not a Privilege

 

National Yo uth Network on Nigeria 

Elections 

 

F R E S H  &  Y O U N G  

B R A I N S  D E V E L OP M E N T  
I N I T I A T I V E

 

THE E-CONFERENCE WAS HOSTED BY YACOR

1999
CONSTITUTION

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA

No 35, S O Williams Crescent, Anthony Enahoro Street, Off  Okonjo Iweala Way, Utako, Abuja 
secretariat@wethepeopleconstitution.org  08068681036, 08037987515, 08033155229
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